Abrogation of neonatally induced permanent transplantation tolerance in mice: quantitative aspects.
Neonatal transplantation tolerance was induced in CBA (H-2k) mice by the intravenous injection of 20 million (CBAxA)F1 spleen cells to the transplantation antigens of the A mouse strain. Those mice which carried an A (H-2a) skin allograft without any sign of rejection for at least 120 days, were considered to be permanently tolerant and were selected for further experiments. Abrogation of permanent transplantation tolerance was achieved by injecting the tolerant mice with different doses (50, 100 and 200 millions, respectively) of normal syngeneic (CBA) lymphoid (spleen) cells. Dynamics of the rejection of the test skin allografts tolerated so far revealed well reproducible dose-response curves. Further groups of tolerant CBA mice were given 10, 50, 100, or 200 million "sensitized" (G + 16) CBA spleen cells: "sensitization" by A-skin allografting was performed 16 days before. The sensitized spleen cells abolished the state of tolerance more vigorously and effectively than the normal CBA spleen cells did. In a third group of experiments, the abrogating capacity of 50 million sensitized CBA spleen cells 16, 120, 240, or 360 days after sensitization was compared. The efficacy of the sensitized cells in abolishing the state of tolerance decreased continuously, but, even 360 days after sensitization a remarkably strong immunologic memory was demonstrable. The excellent quantitative correlations found between the number of the injected lymphoid cells and the dynamics of the abrogation of tolerance offer a highly promising new possibility for studying the immunological activity, the immunologic memory, etc., of the different lymphoid cell (sub)populations in performing the transplantation immune reactions.